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Abstract— A time series is a sequence of observations y1… 

yn. We usually think of the subscripts as representing evenly 

spaced time intervals (seconds, minutes, months, seasons, 

years, etc.). Time series analysis is a statistical technique that 

deals with time-series data, or trend analysis.  Time series 

data means that data is in a series of time periods or intervals. 

Several algorithms are available to forecast from time-series 

data, such as Moving Average, Exponential smoothning, 

Double Exponential, Triple Exponential, ARMA, ARIMA 

and some of the other customized algorithms as well. Existing 

algorithms consider exact value of an attribute of input data 

for calculation. No such algorithm has the functionality which 

can identify outliers from input data (if exist) and can convert 

the outlier into the non-outlier with calculation (increment/ 

decrement) before performing the forecasting steps. My study 

concentrates on getting a solution/an algorithm which can 

identify outlier (if any) as per the parameter(s) (applied at 

initial level) and filter out these outliers from input data or 

can convert them into non-outlier value. 
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I. FORECASTING OF TIME SERIES DATA 

Forecasting is the process of making predictions of the future 

based on past and present data and most commonly by 

analysis of trends. A time series is a series of data points 

indexed in time order ex. hourly, daily, weekly, monthly etc. 

Time series data means that data is in a series of particular 

time periods or intervals or “a set of observations on the 

values that a variable takes at different times”. 

II. DEFINITION OF OUTLIERS IN TIME SERIES DATA 

An outlier is an observation that lies an abnormal distance 

from other values in a random sample from a population. In a 

sense, this definition leaves it up to the analyst (or a consensus 

process) to decide what will be considered abnormal. Before 

abnormal observations can be singled out, it is necessary to 

characterize normal observations.  

There can be two reasons for outliers in data points:  

A. Seasonal / Cyclic event: 

In time series data observations are captured at each interval 

of time, there can be a specific season or a cycle of time where 

observations can differ as compared to observations of 

regular time. This kind of outliers can be taken care of by 

algorithms (ARMA & ARIMA) where seasonality and 

Cyclicity are considered in the calculation of forecasting. 

B. Sudden or Unexpected Event:  

Observations can also differ because any random or sudden 

event happened in the past. There was no fixed time decided 

for that event and even no prediction was available for that 

event and not sure when this event can happen again. So, the 

outliers in the data point because of a sudden or unexpected 

event should not be considered for forecasting calculation. 

C. Proposed solution/algorithms:  

Solution deals with the outliers caused by sudden or 

unexpected events. To identify the outlier from data set I 

would like to introduce below mentioned approaches: 

D. Outlier identification with Lemda (£):  

I would like to introduce a parameter called “Lemda” (£), It’s 

like “dumping factor” whose value vary from 0 to 1.  £ value 

can be anything (1< £<n), where the value of n can be 

obtained by observing the historic data and corresponding 

mean of the domain. 

In my further analysis, I will quote example of sales 

data, where I have taken the value of £ as 2. 

But, please note that analysts using £ can have their 

value(s) basis their domain. 

Implementation of (£) with Simple Exponential 

Smoothing algorithm:  

1) Simple Exponential Smoothing algorithm:  

Fi+1 = αYi + (1-α) Fi | α = dumping factor value (0 < α <= 1),      

                                      Yi = Actual value of ith interval,  

                                      Fi = Forecaste valued of ith interval,  

Fi+1 = Forecasted value for i+1th interval.      

2) Simple Exponential Smoothing algorithm with Lemda 

(£):   

Fi+1 = α Fi^ + (1-α) Fi | Fi^ = Minimum (Fi*£, Yi) 

£ = value provided by user as input 

Yi = Actual value of ith interval,  

Fi = Forecaste valued of ith interval,  

3) Simplification of algorithm  

Fi+1    =      α * Fi^ + (1 - α) * Fi 

=   α *Minimum (Fi*£, Yi) + (1 - α) * Fi  | Minimum (a, b) 

= [ (a + b) / 2) – ((|a-b|) / 2)] 
=  α *([ ((Fi*£) + Yi) / 2) – ((|(Fi*£)- Yi |) / 2)]) + (1 - α) * 

(Fi) 

Proposed simple exponential Algoirthm with Lemda (£)   = 

Fi+1 = α Fi^ + (1-α) Fi 

4) Identification of outliers with IQR:  

We can use existing method called IQR to find outliers in data 

set. IQR stands for interquartile range which is often used to 

find outliers in data set. Outliers here are defined as 

observations that fall below Q1 − 1.5 IQR or above Q3 + 1.5 

IQR. In a boxplot, the highest and lowest occurring value 

within this limit are indicated by whiskers of the box 

(frequently with an additional bar at the end of the whisker) 

and any outliers as individual points. Algorithm to find IQR 

mention below: 

Quartiles are calculated recursively, by using median.   

If the number of entries is an even number 2n, then 

the first quartile Q1 is defined as first quartile Q1 = median 

of the n smallest entries and the third quartile Q3 = median of 

the n largest entries. 

If the number of entries is an odd number 2n+1, then 

the first quartile Q1 is defined as first quartile Q1 = median 

of the n smallest entries and the third quartile Q3 = median of 
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the n largest entries the second quartile Q2 is the same as the 

ordinary median.  

Interquartile range (IQR) = Q3 − Q1 

Outlier will any value greater then (Q3 + IQR*1.5) 

We can perform IQR calculation two sets of values for simple 

exponential smoothing algorithm. 

1) IQR can be calculated on all previous actual values (Yi-

1, Yi-2, Yi-3 ……..,3,2, 1) 

2) IQR can be calculated on all previous Fi^ (forcasted) 

values (Fi-1^, Fi-2^, Fi-3^ …….. 3,2,1) 

Note: To use the data set of Fi^ for IQR calculation, Fi^ 

values need to be stored on each interval. 

Simple Exponential Smoothing algorithm with IQR:   
Fi+1 = α Fi^ + (1-α) Fi | Fi^ = Minimum (Yi, (Q3+ IQR*1.5)), 

Yi = Actual value of ith interval 

IQR calculated on  (Yi-1, Yi-2, Yi-3 ……..,3,2, 1) 
Fi+1 = α Fi^ + (1-α) Fi | Fi^ = Minimum (Yi, (Q3+IQR *1.5)), 

Yi = Actual value of ith interval 

IQR calculated on  (Fi-1^, Fi-2^, Fi-3^ …….. 3,2,1) 

Proposed simple exponential Algoirthm with IQR =  Fi+1 = 

α Fi^ + (1-α) Fi 

III. USE CASE 

There was flood in Kerala in August 2018, therefore 

processing food demand got increased due to high 

consumption. Here, I am considering the data set of “Weekly 

mart retail outlet” which supplies the processing food. Data 

is about the sales quantity of processing food in 2018.3 

 

As, there was high demand for processing food in 

Kerala due to flood in august 2018. Flood was a sudden and 

unexpected event, hence data point for that time interval an 

outlier. 

Here in above example we have consider Lemda 

value as 2 & alfa value as .9. 

As per the Simple exponential algorithm forecasting 

of September, October, November and December 

considering august data point as non-outlier, as result 

forecasting is not that much close to actual data in last 4 

months.  

As per the Simple exponential algorithm (with 

Lemda) considered august sales quantity as outlier, as 

resulted September, October, November and December 

forecasting is much closer to actual data. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

So, with above said I can conclude that the process of 

detecting unusual values or outliers from time series data 

where the process by which the data are created is difficult to 

model. The main consideration is the fact that data closer in 

time are more correlated to each other than those farther apart. 

We propose two variations of a method that uses the median 

from a neighborhood of a data point and a threshold value to 

compare the difference between the median and the observed 

data value. Both variations of the method are fast and can be 

used for data streams that occur in quick succession such as 

'Weekly Mart Retail Outlet' data. 
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